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"JAL MOHORA" 

BACKGROUND: 

 

We take great pride in claiming how far India has come since, independence and yet, but 

when it comes to Assam, the nation simply seems to take the damages as a fact of life and 

everything carries on usual, once the flood recedes. 

2004 and 2007 were the major flood years in Assam recent history. Three districts of the 

Assam (Cachar, Hailakandi & Karimganj) continued to remain cut-off with rest of the country 

for more than a week. It is time to review the term cost-benefits analysis of measures 

undertaken and see whether the solutions attempted so far have addressed the problem at 

its root. 

With an urge to flaunt the preparedness and to justify the working mechanism,DDMA 

(District Disaster Management Authority) took aninitiative step towards the reduction of 

flood impacts by conducting “JAL MOHORA”. This major initiative of DDMA included efforts 

from various agencies who worked as the major workforce behind the successful 

completion of the same. 

"A work done in collaboration is never a task anymore, that becomes a milestone" 

 

JAL MOHORA: 

 

It was a Mega Rescue Demonstration Flood Drill organized by DDMA, Cachar. This drill was a 

demonstration how to combat with flood and understand all its functionalities. This 

initiative was thought of keeping many things aligned in mind. After rigorous and 

complacent coordination, this event was actually projected in the form of a drill. 

"A planned route with more twists and turns is easier, than the unplanned one" 

 

OBJECTIVE: 
 
"Jal Mohora" was basically an event which was conducted keeping many things in mind. The 
initiative already had some prior decided objectives and this mock drill was undertaken to 
understand how well these objectives can be reached up to. Some of the objectives are as 
following- 

• To evaluate and review Disaster Management Plan. 

• To test the efficacy of SOPs. 

• To identify the Gaps in resources, manpower, communication and in any other field. 

• To enhance the ability to respond faster. 

• To make the common community people aware about the prevention during flood.  

• To bring forward the Role and responsibilities of Administration towards Community 

people. 

• To test the effectiveness and efficiency of the resources available with us. 

• To test the functionality and co-ordination among various line departments. 
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• To understand the response level of we, the people of Cachar District as a whole, 

during any sort of such disaster. 

BASIC REQUIREMENT OF MACHINES/EQUIPMENTS:    

To conduct such a mega response-rescue drill, we had to incorporate various forces along 

with many equipment’s. Had there been a miss in any of the articles, then there it was sure 

that some sort of chaos may generate. The things that were needed are as the following- 

• Boats(NDRF/SDRF) for showing rescue-response drill. 

• Smoke Candle for directing the helicopter about the wind movement. 

• Launch (IWT) or ferry boats for holding people, media persons and other Departments 

officials. 

• GPS for location retrieving purpose. 

• Lifebuoys/Life jackets for safety purpose. 

• HelicopterDrill for rescue purpose and also to supervise the overall drill. 

• Country Boats and Speed Boats (IR Boats) to rescue people. 

 

RESCUE DRILL TEAM: 

 

The overall drill was conducted by joint efforts of various entities like National Disaster 

Response Force (NDRF), State Disaster Response Force (SDRF), Indian Air Force, National 

Cadet Corps, Assam Riffles, Assam Police, Health Department, Fire & Emergency Services, 

IWT and NGO volunteers. All of them jointly helped in completing the rescue- response 

mock drill. Each one of them performed their duties well and for this reason the overall 

efforts came up with fruitful results. 

 

LIST OF DIGNITARIES PRESENT IN “JAL MOHORA” 

To grace the overall event and to support it joint- handily many officials, special guests and 

others were present. Some of them were the Deputy Commissioner, Cachar, S. 

Viswanathan, IAS, Additional Deputy Commissioner Cachar, Rajib Roy, ACS, Additional 

Deputy Commissioner Cachar, R.K Dam, ACS, Asst. commissioner Rakesh Kumar Minhas, IAS, 

Asst. Commissioner Basabi Thakuria ACS & Devajyoti Gogoi, ACS, District project officer, 

DDMA, Shamim Ahmed Laskar, Cachar, Circle Officer-Udharbond and Silchar, Kuldip 

Hazarika, ACS, Dr Kh. Gautam Singh (Medical Officer), Field Officers-Disaster Management 

(all Revenue Circles) and many others. 

LIST OFLEADING MEMBERS OF RESCUE DRILL TEAM: 

 

Apart from them there were many other important persons who were the source of thriving 

this event ahead. Some of their names are as follows: NCC Commandant Colonel A. Srinath; 

NCC:  Captain Ekta Jaiswal, Indian Air Force: Flight lieutenant, Colonel B. Srikanth & Team; 
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NDRF:  Team commandant Md. Rustam; SDRF:  Officer In Charge K. K. Sinha, Assam Police: 

DSP (Hqs.) S.K Das and Assam Riffles: Captain Siraz Verma& Team. 

 

SPECIAL PRESENCE:  

 

To make the overall program reach people in a more abundant way, there was a large scale 

of media coverage. Media people from all local and state level channels were there to cover 

the event. There was also a live telecast being shown by NEWS 18 channel. Many leading 

newspapers also covered this event and highlighted with big coverage in their respective 

newspapers.  

 

There was also a huge presence of community people to see the overall drill and the huge 

crowd was overwhelmed to experience such a master drill. 

 

MEDIA BRIEF BY DEPUTY COMMISSIONER: 

 

The Deputy Commissioner, Cachar after completion of the overall drill briefed the press with 

priceless words. In that he said that this kind of Mega drill is undertaken in the district of 

Cachar for the very first time. He also added that he has monitored the same from a 

chopper high up in the air. He said that this of drill is being undertaken to test the strength 

and incorporation of our available resources. This drill helped us to know our position in any 

sort of rescue-response operation and this hasalso given us an edge over other districts like 

Hailakandi and Karimgang, whom we can extend help whenever needed in case of major 

disasters. 

 

FEEDBACK: 

 

The collaboration of the above-mentioned entities made the overall event a successful one 

and many good feedbacks were received from various ends. Some of these reviews are 

encoded below in which The Deputy Commissioner Cachar praised the entire DDMA for 

holding such a large-scale event and also to incorporate proper coordination amongst all. 

The NCC Colonel was also very much overwhelmed to participate in such a mega event and 

make their cadets learn many things. Many Community people also gave good responses 

regarding making the overall event such a vibrant one and also a self-explanatory one. 

(Reference press brief note on "Jal Mohora" in Eastern Chronicle, Dainik Jugasankha and 

other leading newspapers) 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

The good practices and the loop-holes that came out during the drill will further help us in 

strengthening our efforts and amenities with a motive to work hard and even harder for the 

greater interest of the common community people. 

"It's more fun to arrive to a conclusion, than to justify it" 
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PHOTO GALLERY: 
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Documented by, 

Team DDMA, Cachar. 


